
About TimeTrack
 TimeTrack helps medium-sized

companies in Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland with time registration and
smart planning of employees. They
ensure companies stay in control with
tools such as a timesheet app, a
comprehensive solution for time
registration, plenty of integration
options, and planning and reporting
functionalities for projects, schedules,
and tasks. TimeTrack serves offices,
construction sites, cleaning companies,
and craft businesses. The solutions work
with handy and compact tablets and are
easy to use on location.

EasySecure is a specialist in the field of
identity management. Its scalable cloud
platform integrates and delivers access
control, time, attendance, and visitor
registration solutions. Users can choose
from wireless cylinders, door fittings,
lockers, card readers, keypads, license
plate registration, finger scans, and
facial recognition. Registration is
possible via a mobile phone, card, tag,
face, finger, license plate, and code.

About EasySecure
 

Cumbersome and
cluttered
Many organizations need effective
solutions for time registration and
access control. But instead, they
manually track these things or use
classic, laborious, and error-prone Excel
sheets. As a result, accuracy is an issue,
and there is more risk of people getting
unauthorized access, and the process
from time registration to payroll takes
too long.

Other organizations use several
solutions for time registration, employee
registration, and access control that
must be adequately integrated. This is at
the expense of the overview and
requires a lot of additional work.



Fast and accurate time registration. You
can immediately see how many and which
hours someone works, whether the hours
worked match the planning, and when
people take breaks or work overtime. Then,
you can transfer all that information quickly
and effortlessly to the payroll.

You always know who is in a building or on a
construction site.

Know when people arrive and leave, breaks,
overtime, and extra pay related to holiday
allowances; with the EasySecure-
TimeTrack combination, you always have
that information clearly in mind.

Thanks to the cooperation between
TimeTrack and EasySecure, you benefit from
various advantages:

Time registration and
access control in one
The integration between TimeTrack and
EasySecure offers a solution for companies
dealing with the abovementioned problem.
They will have access to proven systems for
both time and hour registration and access
control in one solution. The integration pairs
TimeTrack's software with powerful hardware
and uses biometric control to allow people
access to a construction site or building.

 


